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The assumption that Kierkegaard is highly critical of Hegel’s philosophy 
has recently been rigorously examined and the argument made that a num­
ber of criticisms, which appear to be directed at Hegel, are, in fact, aimed 
at his Danish followers.2 In what follows, I intend to argue that Kierkegaard 
must nevertheless be seen as a critic of Hegel’s own thought when it comes 
to the specific issue of the relation of faith to philosophy, because even if 
Hegel’s Danish followers form the direct target of Kierkegaard’s criticisms 
of speculative thought, these criticisms can still be directed against Hegel’s 
own account of the relation of faith to philosophy. I intend to show, in fact, 
that Kierkegaard not only demonstrates a clear awareness of what is 
involved in Hegel’s attempt to comprehend Christianity in terms that may 
be regarded as other than those in which faith understands itself, but also 
provides, on behalf of faith, a cogent attack on Hegel’s philosophy of reli­
gion, in so far as the aim of the latter is to comprehend the content of faith 
in purely conceptual terms. This does not, of course, mean that the main 
impetus for Kierkegaard’s criticisms of speculative thought’s relation to 
faith did not come from one or more of Hegel’s Danish followers: for it 
may well be that in this particular case Hegel’s Danish followers were reli­
able interpreters of his thought, so that by criticising them Kierkegaard per­
force ends up attacking Hegel’s own position on the issue of the relation of 
faith to philosophy.
In order to demonstrate that Kierkegaard is able to provide some rele­
vant criticisms of Hegel’s philosophy of religion, I shall begin by outlining 
Hegel’s own concept of faith. I shall then go on to state why Hegel thinks 
that philosophy needs to go beyond the standpoint of faith and how it does 
so. Next, I shall introduce Kierkegaard’s distinction between religiousness
A and religiousness B, together with his claim that the latter form of reli­
giousness is, in virtue of the absolute paradox of the Incarnation which 
defines it, incompatible with the type of objective attitude that he associ­
ates with speculative thought.3 Finally, I shall argue that the absolute para­
dox remains a highly problematic idea in the case of Hegel’s philosophy of 
religion because David Friedrich Strauss’ reduction of the life of Jesus to 
the status of myth is an implication of Hegel’s own position, just as Strauss 
thought it was. Kierkegaard’s account of the absolute paradox of the Incar­
nation will therefore be seen not only to provide an argument against 
Hegel’s account of the relation of faith to philosophy, but also to support a 
left-Hegelian interpretation of his philosophy of religion. I here have in 
mind the fact that it was Hegel’s views concerning the person and story of 
Christ that, according to Strauss, led the Hegel school to split into three dis­
tinct groups; a division that Strauss explains in terms of the three possible 
ways of answering the question whether and to what extent the gospel 
story of Jesus is proven to be history by Hegel’s idea of the unity of the 
divine and human natures. The three possible ways of answering this ques­
tion are as follows: either the entire gospel (right Hegelianism), or merely 
part of it (the centre), or neither the whole or part of it (left Hegelianism) 
is to be confirmed as historical by the idea of the divine-human unity.4 As 
we shall see, a comparison of Kierkegaard’s account of the absolute paradox 
with Hegel’s understanding of the relation of the idea of the God-man to 
philosophical thought suggests that the left-Hegelian answer to this ques­
tion is the one that is closest to Hegel’s own position.
Hegel’s Concept o f Faith and Kierkegaards Religiousness B
Hegel states his own concept of faith in the following passage:
... I understand by faith neither the merely subjective state o f  belief which 
is restricted to the form o f certainty, leaving untouched the nature o f the 
content, if  any, o f the belief, nor on the other hand only the credo, the 
church’s confession o f  faith which can be recited and learnt by rote with­
out communicating itself to man’s innermost self, without being identified 
with the certainty which a man has o f  himself, with his consciousness o f  
himself. I hold that faith, in the true, ancient sense o f the word, is a unity o f  
both these moments, including the one no less than the other.5
In this passage Hegel clearly identifies two moments of faith, which he
holds to be equally essential: the individuals state of being personally con­
vinced that he is a witness to religious truth and religious doctrine, which 
possesses an authority that makes it independent of the particular feelings, 
opinions and personal convictions of the individual believer who holds it 
to be true. In other words, Hegel’s concept of faith contains within itself 
two different senses of the word faith, since he refers to both the subjective 
state of feeling convinced that the object of one’s faith is the truth and the 
faith, that is, a determinate body of religious teachings which is held to pos­
sess an absolute authority in relation to the individual believer for whom 
these teachings form the content of faith. This means that Hegel’s concept 
of faith, in so far as its subjective moment is concerned, is compatible with 
the kind of subjectivist standpoint concerning the question of the essence 
of religious faith of which Kierkegaard is one of the most famous repre­
sentatives. Yet by treating the objective moment of faith as equally essential, 
Hegel also seeks to do justice to the fact that the teachings of Christianity 
are held to possess an authority that makes them independent of the indi­
vidual believer’s personal convictions or opinions, so that these teachings 
form a content that “is not merely something subjective but is also an 
absolute, objective content that is in and for itself, and has the characteris­
tic of truth”.6 By stressing the unity of the two moments of faith in the way 
that he does, Hegel shows that he wants to unify the inwardness of faith 
with the kind of objective content that he believes is to be found in reli­
gious doctrine, as opposed to his wanting to privilege one moment of faith 
in relation to the other one. This unity is possible, Hegel believes, because 
once the objective moment of faith has communicated itself to the indi­
vidual’s own innermost self, as it must do if the subjective moment of faith 
is also to be present, the individual believer will hold this content to be true 
in virtue of the fact that it has been validated by his own inner conviction 
of its truth, rather than its resting on a purely external type of authority.
In spite of the unification of the two moments of Hegel’s concept of 
faith that is achieved at the level of faith itself, Hegel thinks that, in the case 
of the Christian religion, it is also necessary to establish the possibility of 
reconciling faith with reason by demonstrating that the content of faith and 
the content of philosophy are identical; and this requires going beyond the 
standpoint of faith altogether. Hegel’s attempt to establish this identity of 
content is motivated by the idea that the content of the Christian religion 
can and must be shown to be rational.The need to demonstrate the ration­
ality of the Christian religion is for Hegel due to the demand for rational 
insight that he thinks is characteristic of a post-Enlightenment age, in
which the highest right of the subject is to recognize nothing that I do not 
perceive as rational.7 This demand for rational insight requires going 
beyond the standpoint of religion itself because the form in which the 
absolute content is present for the religious consciousness is an inadequate 
one. The form in question is that of representational thought [ Vorstellung], 
and I shall state what some of its main limitations are later. For present pur­
poses, it is enough to say that for Hegel the inadequacies of this form of 
knowledge can only be overcome by philosophy, which involves a purely 
conceptual knowledge of the same content that forms the object of Chris­
tian faith. The task that Hegel thus sets himself is summarized in the fol­
lowing passage:
God has revealed himself through the Christian religion; that is, he has 
granted mankind the possibility o f  recognising what he is, so that he is no 
longer an impenetrable mystery. The fact that knowledge o f  God is possi­
ble also makes it our duty to know him, and that development o f  the think­
ing spirit which proceeds from this foundation, the revelation o f the divine 
being, must eventually produce a situation in which all that was at first pres­
ent to spirit in feeling and representation [dem fühlenden und vorstellenden 
Geiste] can also be comprehended by thought.8
In other words, God has revealed himself through the Christian religion 
but in an inadequate way; for, on the one hand, the nature of God has been 
revealed through religious doctrine, which, for Hegel, belongs to the realm 
of representational thought, in which the rationality of the content is to 
some extent obscured; while, on the other hand, the content of religion is 
validated not by reason but by a subjective state of the individual believer, 
namely, a feeling of religious conviction. As a result of these limitations of 
the Christian revelation of God, the task remains of comprehending the 
content of faith, which has thus far appeared in the form of feeling and rep­
resentational thought, in terms of thought alone, that is, in purely concep­
tual terms.
The task that Hegel sets himself could, however, already be cited as evi­
dence of an essentially ambiguous relation to the Christian religion, since 
he appears to want to offer a philosophical justification of religion through 
a critique of its representational form of thought.9 Nevertheless, Hegel 
thinks that this task must be performed in order to satisfy the spirit of the 
age, which, he claims,“has developed to a stage where thinking and the way 
of looking at things which goes together with thinking, has become for
consciousness an imperative condition of what it shall admit and recognize 
as true.”10 Moreover, Hegel views Protestantism as an earlier manifestation 
of this demand for rational insight, as is evident from the following passage:
It is a great obstinacy, the kind o f obstinacy which does honour to human 
beings, that they are unwilling to acknowledge in their attitudes anything 
which has not been justified by thought — and this obstinacy is the charac­
teristic property o f the modern age, as well as being the distinctive princi­
ple o f  Protestantism. What Luther inaugurated as faith in feeling and in the 
testimony o f the spirit is the same thing that the spirit, at a more mature 
stage o f  its development, endeavours to grasp in the concept so as to free itself 
in the present and thus find itself therein.11
From what has been said so far, it is clear that while Hegel does not con­
sider faith and philosophy to be identical forms of knowledge, and thus 
allows that they may be viewed in isolation from each other, he thinks that 
their implicit identity can and must be demonstrated in the case of the 
Christian religion.12 In stark contrast, Kierkegaard uses the idea of the 
absolute paradox to show that faith in feeling and the type of conceptual 
knowledge that characterizes speculative philosophy must be seen as radi­
cally different from each other because the identity of their content cannot 
be shown; and it is therefore time to look at his account of the absolute par­
adox and his attitude to speculative thought.
In the Concluding Unscientific Postscript, Kierkegaard treats “the specula­
tive point of view” as an example of the objective type of reasoning which 
he thinks is incompatible with genuine religious faith, especially Christian 
faith. He claims that the objective issue is the truth of Christianity, while 
the subjective issue concerns the individual’s relation to Christianity (KW  
12.1, 17; SV1 7, 8), and this brings to mind Hegel’s account of the two 
moments of faith. Kierkegaard also states that the speculative point of view 
conceives Christianity as an historical phenomenon, so that the question of 
the truth of Christianity becomes “a matter of permeating it with thought 
in such a way that finally Christianity itself is the eternal thought” (KW  
12.1,50; SV i 7 ,37).This is again, broadly speaking, an accurate description 
of Hegel’s view of the matter: for by comprehending Christian doctrine in 
purely conceptual terms, Hegel thinks he can show that this historical reli­
gion reveals the same truth which philosophy makes fully explicit. It is, 
however, strictly speaking, only one doctrine, the doctrine of the Trinity, 
which for Hegel makes Christianity into a religion that is higher than all
other historical religions, since he thinks that he is able to show how this 
doctrine, which is peculiar to Christianity, exhibits the moments of the log­
ical concept (i.e. universality, particularity, and individuality) and corre­
sponds to the highest stage of rational thought, the absolute idea.13 The lat­
ter is the logical idea (i.e. the unity of thought and being as established in 
Hegel’s Logic) within itself and its objectification in the philosophies of 
nature and spirit, which, together with his Logic, make up Hegel’s philo­
sophical system. As we shall see below, in the case of one essential moment 
of the doctrine of the Trinity, the Incarnation, Kierkegaard argues against 
the idea that speculative thought has the capacity to comprehend the con­
tent of faith.
For Kierkegaard the Incarnation decisively distinguishes Christianity 
from all other historical religions, and thus provides the basis for the dis­
tinction that he makes between religiousness A and religiousness B. While 
the former type of religiousness concerns the individual’s infinite interest 
in his eternal happiness, Kierkegaard points out that this is not a specifical­
ly Christian form of religiousness (KW  12.1, 555; SV1 7, 484-485). For in 
religiousness A the eternal is in its omnipresence both everywhere and 
nowhere (KW  12.1, 571; 5 VI 7, 498); and this type of religiousness can 
therefore also be present in paganism (KW  12.1, 557; SV t 7, 486). While 
Kierkegaard associates religiousness A with immanence, religiousness B in 
his view constitutes a decisive break with immanence because for it the 
eternal is present at a specific moment in time (KW  12.1,571; SV1 7,498). 
This is because the object of faith for this type of religiousness is the 
absolute paradox as expressed in the thesis that “God has existed in human 
form, was born, grew up etc.” (KW  12.1,217; SV t 7,182). In other words, 
in the Christian religion, the Incarnation qualifies the eternal happiness 
which forms the object of the individual’s infinite interest, since faith in 
Christ is the condition of eternal happiness.
Unlike Hegel, Kierkegaard goes out of his way to argue that, in virtue 
of its essentially paradoxical nature, the doctrine of the Incarnation can 
never be shown to be rational. He claims that the Incarnation presents us 
with an absolute paradox because although the eternal is by its nature 
unhistorical, it must nevertheless be thought to become historical once the 
god comes into existence as an individual human being at a specific 
moment in time. In the case of the Incarnation the historical is therefore 
“not something historical in the ordinary sense but the historical that has 
been able to become historical only against its nature” (KW  12.1,578; S VI 
7, 504)’. In other words, the eternal is essentially unhistorical in the sense
that it is not subject to the conditions which temporality imposes on finite 
things; and yet, in complete opposition to our understanding of the essen­
tial nature of the eternal, it becomes, through the Incarnation, subject to 
these very same conditions.
Kierkegaard is thus led to describe the Incarnation as “a break with all 
thinking” (KW  12.1, 579; SVI 7, 505), so that the only possible way of 
understanding the absolute paradox is to understand that it cannot be 
understood (KW  12.1, 218; SV i 7,183). Consequently, the absolute para­
dox presents any individual who seeks to base his eternal happiness on it 
with a stark choice: either to reject it altogether on account of the offence 
that it causes the human understanding, or to believe and thereby endure 
what Kierkegaard calls the “crucifixion of the understanding” (KW  12.1, 
564; SVI 7, 492).Yet for the individual who makes the latter choice, the 
matter does not end there: for in order to maintain the right God-relation, 
he must continually renounce his understanding in the face of the absolute 
paradox; and Kierkegaard is therefore led to describe faith as “the objective 
uncertainty with the repulsion of the absurd, held fast in the passion of 
inwardness” (KW12.1, 611; SVI 7, 532).
Kierkegaard s account of religiousness B shows that there is for him at 
least one central feature of the Christian religion which cannot be com­
prehended by human reason because it is, in the eyes of reason, simply 
absurd. Consequently, a speculative explanation of the paradox cannot be 
an explanation in the proper sense of the term but is instead a correction; 
for whereas an explanation serves to make clear what something is but does 
not remove the thing in question, speculative thought removes the paradox 
by showing that there is no paradox (KW  12.1,218-220; SVI 7,183-184). 
This criticism could be interpreted as the claim that speculative thought 
does not do justice to the absolute paradox of the Incarnation because it 
maintains that the paradox can in fact be removed by gaining rational 
insight into its true nature; a position that can be attributed to Hegel 
because he attempts to remove the paradox of the Incarnation by compre­
hending its opposed determinations (i.e. the divine and the human, or the 
infinite and the finite) as parts of a higher unity. While the fact that he 
thinks an effort must be made to resolve the paradox of the Incarnation 
suggests that Hegel takes the paradox seriously, I shall argue below that he 
can in fact be seen to play down its essentially paradoxical nature, thus fail­
ing to do justice to that which, for Kierkegaard, most decisively distin­
guishes Christianity from all other historical religions.
In order to understand how Hegel attempts to comprehend the Incar­
nation in speculative terms, we first need to return to the distinction that 
he makes between representational thought and pure thought, and then 
look at how this distinction relates to what he has to say about the person 
and story of Christ. We shall see that what Hegel has to say about the lat­
ter invites both David Friedrich Strauss’ reduction of the life of Jesus to the 
status of myth and the criticism that Hegel is only able to comprehend the 
Incarnation in purely speculative terms by playing down its essentially par­
adoxical character.
Hegel, Strauss and the Idea o f the God-Man
When compared to philosophical knowledge, religious representational 
thought in Hegel’s view suffers from a number of limitations, two of which 
are of particular relevance to us. To begin with, religious representational 
thought is inferior to pure thought because it employs what can generally 
be termed images [Bilder], which are drawn from immediate intuition but 
have an “inner” meaning, and thus an allegorical or symbolic function.14 
For instance, the representation that God has begotten a son is a metaphor 
drawn from a relationship that is familiar to the natural (i.e. non philo­
sophical) consciousness; and even though this representation corresponds 
to a speculative truth that is made explicit by philosophy, the use of images 
nevertheless prevents God from being comprehended as he is in himself. 
Pure thought, by contrast, deals directly with that of which such images 
serve as metaphors or symbols. Secondly, religious representational thought 
presents the eternal truth in a historical shape; and it thus contains two con­
flicting elements: the eternal and the finite. For instance, according to 
Hegel, the story of Jesus is something “two-fold” because it not only con­
tains an “outward history [äußerliche Geschichte]”, which is only “the ordi­
nary story [gewöhnliche Geschichte] of a human being”, but also has the 
divine as its content; yet it is only this divine element that forms “the 
inward, the genuine, the substantial dimension” of this story and “the object 
of reason”.15 In contrast, Kierkegaard’s idea of the absolute paradox implies 
that the “ordinary story” of the historical Christ, which concerns the 
human dimension to Christ’s nature, is just as integral to Christianity as his 
divinity.
The person of Christ can therefore be seen as one of the images that 
Hegel thinks religious representational thought employs. In the person of 
Christ, the divine truth is, moreover, presented in an historical form 
because Christ is represented as being a concrete individual who was born
in a certain place and at a certain time, who performed certain acts and 
eventually died on the cross, even though he is also thought to be divine, 
since, as Hegel himself points out, what is of significance for faith is not 
only the historical Jesus, but also his status as the Son of God.16 The story 
of Christ thus contains the two conflicting elements mentioned above: the 
eternal and the finite. However, while this leads Kierkegaard to stress the 
impossibility of comprehending Christ’s dual nature, Hegel’s account of the 
limitations of religious representational thought implies that for him it is 
only Jesus’ status as the Son of God, that is, his divinity, which matters.
Hegel nevertheless seems to appreciate the fact that the unity of the 
human and the divine, as represented in the person of Christ, presents a 
problem for the human understanding when he describes the idea of the 
God-man [der Gottmensch], which expresses this unity, as a “monstrous 
compound” that directly contradicts both representational thought and the 
understanding.17 In the latter case, Hegel can be seen to have in mind the 
kind of Enlightenment indignation regarding this idea that we find in a fig­
ure of the French Enlightenment such as d’Holbach, who describes it as 
being full of “absurd ideas [notions absurdes] ” borrowed from the Egyptians, 
Indians and Greeks, whose ridiculous mythologies assume the existence of 
gods invested with a human form who are subject to the same weaknesses 
as men.18 According to Hegel, such a paradox can be resolved, however, so 
that the decision to believe or to be offended, which Kierkegaard thinks is 
essential to faith, need not to be seen as an absolute one: for speculative 
thought is able to show that no offence is involved in the idea of the unity 
of the human and divine natures, or the finite and the infinite, which the 
God-man represents. The absolute choice between being offended and 
having faith with which Kierkegaard presents us is, in short, simply a con­
sequence of the limitations of religious representational thought, as Hegel 
himself implies when he claims that a speculative content cannot be pre­
sented in the form of images and representations without contradiction.19 
The absolute paradox is, moreover, a problem for reason itself only in so far 
as the latter has not attained the level of speculative thought.
While Hegel appears to acknowledge the essentially paradoxical nature 
of the Incarnation, there are nevertheless good reasons for claiming that he 
removes the paradox of the Incarnation only by downplaying that aspect of 
it to which Kierkegaard seeks to draw attention, namely, the historical 
aspect that derives from the human dimension to Christ’s nature. As we 
have seen, Hegel’s account of the limitations of representational thought 
appears to treat the historical aspect of the Incarnation as a limitation of
representational thought, since he stipulates that religious representational 
thought is defective because it presents the eternal truth in an historical 
form, whereas this “outward history” (i.e. the life of the historical Jesus) is 
not the proper object of reason. To be fair to Hegel, this claim is one that 
he makes from the standpoint of a philosophy of religion which has already 
comprehended the content of Christian faith in purely conceptual terms.
I shall later argue, however, that this defence of his position gives rise to 
problems of its own.
Since the belief that there once existed an historical figure called Jesus 
who really was the Son of God is arguably central to Christianity, and thus 
forms an integral part of the content of this historical religion, it could be 
argued that the belief in question cannot be so easily dismissed as a limita­
tion of representational thought without bringing into question the truth 
of this historical religion. In this respect, while it is true to say that the crit­
ical dimension to Hegel’s account of religious representational thought can 
prevent a too literal reading of a religious representation and thus lead to a 
better understanding of its significance,20 any attempt to dismiss the repre­
sentation of Christ as a historical individual on the grounds that it belongs 
to a too literal reading of the representation of the God-man could be said 
to run counter to the beliefs of the natural religious consciousness. 
Kierkegaard, on the other hand, reminds us of the human and historical 
dimension to the divine-human unity which finds expression in the idea 
of the God-man. We might also point out that any attempt to downplay this 
aspect of the Incarnation would fail to do justice to Enlightenment indig­
nation at such a teaching, whereas Kierkegaard accepts that such indigna­
tion is fully justified.
In order to illustrate just why Hegel might be accused of weakening the 
paradox of the Incarnation so as to be in a position to comprehend it, and 
to point out some of the implications of his position regarding the person 
and life of Christ, I now intend to show that Hegel invites some of the main 
ideas put forward by David Friedrich Strauss in his Life of Jesus. It could, in 
fact, be argued that Strauss is, in this work, more aware than Hegel himself 
of the implications of his account of the limitations of religious represen­
tational thought, or is less cautious about stating what they are. Moreover, 
Strauss saw his own rejection of the historical content of the life of Jesus, 
together with his claim that such a rejection does not affect the truth of 
Christianity, as having their source in Hegel’s philosophy, especially his dis­
tinction between representational thought [ Vorstellung] and concept 
[Begriff], which for Strauss raised the possibility of bringing respect for bib­
lical documents and church dogmas into harmony with the freedom of 
thought.21
One point on which Hegel and Strauss are clearly in agreement con­
cerns the way in which Strauss claims there has been an advance in human 
thought and culture that has resulted in an increasing tension between what 
a people has generally come to accept as adequate evidence or marks of 
truth and the writings on which its religion is based.22 For even though 
Hegel does not speak of a tension between human thought and religion, 
we have seen that he clearly holds the view that there has been an advance 
in human culture which has led to a change in what people should be pre­
pared to accept as the mark of religious truth. Strauss also thinks that his 
mythical account of the life of Jesus does not mean that the latter is devoid 
of all truth; he claims instead that the core beliefs of the Christian religion 
are independent of his critical investigations and that the events of the life 
of Jesus, such as his supernatural birth and his resurrection, remain eternal 
truths, however much their actuality as historical facts may be doubted.23 
Strauss thus downplays the importance of the historical facts of Jesus’ life, 
just as Hegel does, while his claim that this life contains eternal truths, even 
though it belongs to the realm of myth, also accords with Hegel’s philoso­
phy of religion; for, as we have seen, Hegel makes a distinction between the 
external (i.e. merely historical) aspects of the story of Jesus and its inner 
truth on the grounds that religious representational thought consists of 
images that point beyond themselves to a deeper truth. Moreover, when 
Strauss identifies what he takes this inner truth to be, his indebtedness to 
Hegel becomes even more evident, as we shall now see.
In relation to the idea of the God-man, Strauss argues that the predi­
cates which the Church ascribes to a single individual, that is, the two 
natures, the finite and the infinite, or the human and the divine, are only in 
harmony with each other in the idea of the human race, whereas they con­
tradict each other when predicated of Christ, who is a single individual.24 
We may here leave aside the question as to whether Strauss is really justi­
fied in claiming that the two natures are in harmony with each other in the 
idea of the human race, even though this move appears to suppress one of 
the terms of the paradox of the Incarnation (i.e. the divine aspect of Christ’s 
nature). In the present context, what is significant about Strauss’ position is 
that, when its various elements are taken together as a whole, it must be 
seen to correspond to Hegel’s own position. For a start, Strauss’ description 
of the contradiction found in the person of Christ fits Hegel’s description 
of the God-man as a ‘monstrous compound’. Admittedly, Hegel does not
claim that the unity of the finite and the infinite is only to be found in the 
idea of the human race. Nevertheless, both Hegel and Strauss hold the view 
that the contradiction found in the person of Christ is expressive of a deep­
er truth, which for Strauss is the unity of the two natures in the human race 
as a whole, whereas for Hegel it is the unity of thought and being, and the 
infinite and the finite, that is demonstrated by speculative philosophy. Final­
ly, Strauss understands the person Christ, whose truth is humanity as a 
whole, to be a representation, or myth, as he himself would put it, with no 
basis in historical fact. The person and life of Christ are therefore products 
of the collective religious consciousness; the result of an attempt on the part 
of the latter to make its own essence (i.e. its humanity) into the object of 
its consciousness. This accords with the way in which Hegel considers the 
historical dimension to the person and story of Christ to belong to the lim­
itations of religious representational thought; while for him the collective 
religious consciousness tries to make the essential nature of reality, which is 
made fully explicit only by philosophy, into the object of its conscious­
ness.25 In short, both Hegel and Strauss attribute what is historical to the 
form in which the doctrine of the Incarnation is present to human con­
sciousness, rather than viewing it as belonging to the content of this doc­
trine; and it is therefore difficult not to think of Strauss’ reduction of the 
life of the historical Jesus to the status of myth as being in harmony with 
Hegel’s philosophy of religion, just as Strauss himself thought it was.
There is, however, an important difference between Hegel’s and Strauss’ 
accounts of the Incarnation, which relates to a criticism that Kierkegaard 
appears to aim at Strauss, and to which I have already alluded: the criticism 
that this understanding of the God-man ignores the infinite qualitative dif­
ference that exists between God and man (K W 19,126; SV1 11,235).26 In 
other words, Strauss overcomes the paradox of the Incarnation by reducing 
the two natures to that of the human and finite, thereby ignoring altogeth­
er Christ’s divinity. Hegel, by contrast, thinks that although religious repre­
sentations contain images drawn from the finite world, they nevertheless 
seek to convey a meaning that cannot be exhausted by the finite alone, and 
thus contain a tension between the sensible and the supersensible.27Yet even 
if Hegel in this way preserves the divine aspect of the divine-human unity 
of the Incarnation, he appears to suppress its human aspect, that is, the life 
of Jesus considered as a series of historical events; and one may therefore 
ask what is left of the finite dimension to the doctrine of the Incarnation 
once it has been comprehended in purely conceptual terms. In short, while 
Hegel appears, like Strauss, to reject the belief that there was once an his­
torical figure called Jesus who really was the Son of God, he attempts to 
maintain the truth of this teaching by suppressing the human or finite 
aspect of the absolute paradox of the Incarnation, whereas Strauss sup­
presses its other term, that is, the divine or infinite aspect. The view that 
Hegel rejected the idea that there was once an historical figure called Jesus 
who really was the Son of God has, however, been questioned by Michael 
Theunissen, who seeks to refute Strauss’ claim that he was merely follow­
ing the lead given by Hegel’s philosophy of religion.
Theunissen tries to show that for Hegel the historical event of the 
Incarnation is equally as necessary as the revelation of God in finite spirit 
(i.e. humanity as a whole), so that rather than adding something to this 
absolute content, the religious consciousness is directed by the content 
itself to represent absolute spirit in the shape of a particular historical per­
son.28 To support his interpretation of Hegel’s position,Theunissen suggests 
two reasons Hegel has for viewing the Incarnation as an actual historical 
event.The first reason he gives is that the specifically Christian form of rep­
resentational thought is defined by its relation to its peculiar object, which 
is the actuality of the historical fact in question, so that the latter must be 
presupposed in all its givenness and cannot, therefore, be held to be a mere 
representation or fiction.29 While it is certainly true that the Incarnation 
forms the object of the Christian form of representational thought, in so 
far as it is an essential element in the Christian doctrine of the Trinity, 
through which God’s true nature is, for Hegel, first revealed to humanity, I 
shall argue below that this need not imply its actuality as an historical event. 
The second reason that Theunissen gives is that the dialectic of the self- 
externalization of absolute spirit requires a radical opposition, and, since 
absolute spirit at first finds itself in the element of eternity and abstract uni­
versality, the opposition in question must involve temporality and the con­
tingent facticity of the particular.30 On the basis of this systematic require­
ment, Theunissen rejects Strauss’ position, which is that God reveals him­
self in humanity as a whole and the totality of human history, but not in a 
single human being; and he argues instead that for Hegel both forms of rev­
elation are compatible with each other.31
With respect to the first claim, the objection can be made that even if 
the specifically Christian form of representational thought is defined by its 
relation to a particular historical event (i.e. the Incarnation), Hegel’s 
account of representational thought does not warrant the further claim that 
the givenness of this historical event must be presupposed. As we have seen, 
Hegel describes the use of images as being one of the main features of reli­
gious representational thought; and it is clearly possible for an image to 
form the object of ones consciousness without this object being the image 
of something that exists, or once existed, in the external world; hence the 
compatibility of Hegel’s position with Strauss’ reduction of the life of Jesus 
to the status of myth. This compatibility, as previously mentioned, rests on 
the fact that Hegel’s account of the limitations of religious representation­
al thought already implies that the historical dimension to the story of 
Jesus’ life belongs to the form rather than the content of the revealed reli­
gion. This also serves to undermine the idea, which Theunissen may have 
had in mind, that there must have once existed an object in the sensible 
world corresponding to the religious representation of this same object (i.e. 
the person of the historical Jesus) which now forms the object of Christ­
ian faith in the medium of representational thought, because otherwise the 
representation in question would never have entered human conscious­
ness.32 Moreover, by stressing the givenness of the historical fact of God’s 
becoming man and thus taking on a sensible form, Theunissen appears to 
collapse the distinction between objects of representational thought and 
objects of sense certainty, which for Hegel belong to completely different 
spheres of human knowledge, even though he criticizes Strauss for doing 
the same thing.33
Although Hegel’s account of religious representational thought cannot 
be used to show that the Christian representation of the God-man presup­
poses the historical fact of the Incarnation, there remains Theunissen’s 
claim that the dialectic of the self-externalization of absolute spirit 
demands a radical opposition of the kind found in the transition from the 
element of eternity and abstract universality to a single historical event and 
a single human being. If, for the sake of argument, we grant that such a rad­
ical opposition is indeed a requirement of Hegel’s system, and that it 
implies, moreover, the revelation of God in a single human being, the ques­
tion arises as to why the historical figure of Jesus of Nazareth must be the 
one to fulfil this demand.34 In any case, it could be argued that for Hegel 
the task of speculative philosophy is simply to demonstrate the necessity of 
the divine-human unity, whereas the task of demonstrating in which indi­
vidual this unity becomes actual must remain a matter of historical 
enquiry.35
Finally, we may question the validity of any appeal to a requirement of 
Hegel’s system; for even in the case of the more modest idea that the aim 
of speculative philosophy is to demonstrate the necessity of the divine- 
human unity, but not to demonstrate in which individual this unity
becomes actual, the ultimate justification of this systematic requirement 
must be seen to lie in the dialectical process through which it is generated. 
In short, the idea that the task of speculative thought is to demonstrate the 
necessity of the divine-human unity invites the question as to whether it 
has the capacity to perform this task; and the only way of answering this 
question would be to critically examine the dialectical process through 
which Hegel thinks he is able to demonstrate the necessity of the divine- 
human unity. The possibility remains, however, that the dialectical process 
through which the necessity of the divine-human unity, or any other 
requirement of Hegel’s system, is generated may turn out on closer inspec­
tion not to be as necessary as Hegel thinks it is. In other words, even if 
Hegel himself believed that the dialectical progression through which the 
various determinations of his philosophical system are generated is a gen­
uinely necessary one, the question as to whether he really succeeds in 
exhibiting the necessity of this dialectical process still needs to be answered.
This problem brings to mind the type of situation which Kierkegaard 
describes in relation to a critical-historical enquiry into the authenticity of 
particular books of the Bible. Kierkegaard points to a problem which cen­
tres on the idea that objective reasoning is at best only able to demonstrate 
that something is highly probable, but not that it is absolutely certain, so 
that the possibility of error, however small, always remains. Kierkegaard 
relates this problem to Christianity understood as a historical document 
and, more specifically, to the question as to which books of the Bible are to 
be regarded as authoritative, which itself raises concerns about the canon- 
icity, authenticity and integrity of the particular books of the Bible (KW  
12.1,24; SV1 7,14).
Even though this problem does not appear to arise in connection with 
Hegel’s understanding of the relation of faith to philosophy because he 
rejects the idea of basing the truth of Christianity on anything historical, 
the possibility of doubt could nevertheless be seen to apply to his attempt 
to exhibit the necessity, and hence also the possibility, of the divine-human 
unity as represented by the idea of the God-man. This is because one 
would, in effect, be faced with essentially the same problem as the person 
who looks to the critical-historical mode of enquiry to secure his faith. For 
just as the attempt to establish the historical accuracy or authenticity of 
something always involves the possibility of error, it is always possible that 
a critical examination of the stages in the dialectical progression through 
which the determinations and requirements of Hegel’s system are generat­
ed might show that certain stages in this dialectical progression are not, in
fact, necessary. In this respect, Hegel’s attempt to remove the possibility of 
offence, which the absolute paradox of the Incarnation presents to human 
reason, might itself be thought to rest on faith in the truth of his philo­
sophical system.
In the light of what has been said above, I believe that the stress that 
Kierkegaard lays on the paradox of the Incarnation, when compared with 
Hegel’s account of the limitations of religious representational thought, 
suggests that Hegel’s attempt to comprehend the content of Christian faith 
in purely conceptual terms radically alters this content. This is because 
Hegel suppresses one of the terms of the paradox by identifying the his­
torical dimension to the person and story of Christ as being a limitation of 
religious representational thought. Instead of offering an explanation of the 
paradox, that is, an account of what it essentially is, speculative thought 
therefore appears to offer a correction of it, just as Kierkegaard claims it 
does. Hegel would, however, surely argue that Kierkegaard’s position 
ignores the demands of a post-Enlightenment age, which make the task of 
demonstrating the compatibility of the teachings of Christianity with 
human reason into one that a Christian philosopher must undertake. This 
invites the question as to whether philosophy is really in a position to per­
form this task without in some way perverting the content of faith; and the 
emphasis that Kierkegaard places on the absolute paradox of the Incarna­
tion may well lead us to doubt that it is, as long as one wants to maintain 
that there once existed an historical figure called Jesus of Nazareth who 
really was the Son of God. Consequently, irrespective of the question as to 
the actual source of Kierkegaard’s understanding of the attempt made by 
speculative thought to comprehend faith, his criticisms of it may be seen to 
apply equally as much to Hegel as to his Danish followers. As far as the issue 
of the relation of faith to philosophy is concerned, the judgement that there 
is “an absolute opposition between the viewpoints of Hegel and 
Kierkegaard on the relation between philosophy and Christianity” should 
therefore be considered to be an essentially correct one.36
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